
 
 

ACTIVITY LIST 

FULL-DAY SESSIONS 

Bushcraft  

A full day bushcraft experience.  Looking at a number of areas of bushcraft to help develop your 
programme with your section.  We will look at shelters, fire lighting, food, tree and plant identification and 
water sourcing.  Lear techniques as well as discussing how to introduce the skills to others and look at age 
appropriate options for different sections. 

Intermediate Biking  

A full day biking covering a wide range of skills from equipment, equipment checks, basic skills, navigation 
on bike and trail repairs.  The day will take in a number of sessions designed to up your skill levels as well 
as getting out and riding some of our local trails.   

Intermediate Canoeing - 8 places 

Get on the water.  Spend the day brushing up on skills or developing new skills in the canoe.  The instructor 
will assess your level of ability and tailor the session to the needs of the group.  The instructor will work on 
strokes as well as looking at scenarios and rescues as part of a full days coaching and development.   

Intermediate Climbing  

A full day workshop looks to get you out and about.  The workshop will look at how we introduce young 
people to climbing there will be a focus on equipment, group management and teaching belaying.  The 
session will get you out on real rock for most of the day.  

Intermediate Hillwalking  

A full day walking.  Spend a day on the hill with one of our mountain leaders.  Get the chance to develop 
your skills while picking their brains for ideas to help introduce skills to young people.   

 

 

 



 
 

HALF-DAY SESSIONS 

Archery  

Introduction to archery. The workshop will cover the basics of the sport looking at equipment, safety, 
group management.  The instructor will introduce games and activities to make archery fun.   

Beginners Biking  

Have a go at biking in terrain zero.  Look at how to run a safe session in T0 focusing on equipment and 
technics to make a fun session for young people.   

Beginners Campcraft  

How would you set up a camp site?  Look at camp craft and have a go at setting up your mini camp site 
discussing what is important to your camp needs.  You will have a look at tents stoves and other 
equipment for group camps and give you a hands on experience with equipment.   

Beginners Climbing  

Introduction to climbing. A fun interactive work shop using games and terminology to introduce young 
people to climbing.  Try games for young people and adult and focus on the fun elements of the sport of 
climbing.   

Beginners Hillwalking  

A half day on the hill looking at techniques to introduce map-reading to your programme.  Learn some 
basic skills to take back and get young people working with maps.  The session will involve a walking 
element and exploration of the local wild environments.  

Beginners Sailing  

Get on the water on one of our Drascombe longboats.  Enjoy an introduction to the sport of sailing and 
discuss options for introducing groups to the sport.  Explore the Loch and learn about our local history and 
geography of the Argyll area.  See how we introduce topics to groups and expand their wide awareness of 
the world around them.   

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award  

Do you know your AAP’s from your OA’s your green forms from your blue forms?  Sometimes DofE can be 
a mine field to get your head round the terminology and the processes.  Lochgoilhead has been an 
Approved Activity provider for DofE expeditions for four years and currently puts over 1300 young people 
through the expedition section each year.  Spend a half day with one of our DofE tutors who can take you  



 
 

through aspects of the award and help answer some of your difficult questions while sharing ideas and 
tactics for delivering successful DofE programmes and expeditions.   

Leave no Trace  
 
Leave no trace introductory course.  Introduction to the seven principles of leave no trace and an 
opportunity to take part in exercises to develop your knowledge around the subject.  The course will be 
practically based and take place outside for most of the session.   

Orienteering  

Orienteering is a versatile and exciting sport which can be used as a superb way to introduce young people 
to navigation and map work.  The sport offers many different, fun and interactive ways to learn new skills.  
The workshop will give you the opportunity to try new techniques but also help you select age appropriate 
games, techniques and courses for your section.   

Wild Campcraft  

Have you ever taken your group wild camping?  Find out some hints and tips for wild camping.  Have a look 
at the characteristics of a perfect wild camping site and discuss options and alternatives to perfection.  
Look at equipment options to make a memorable experience.     

 


